Grenada Learning and Leadership Academy (GLLA)

PRESS RELEASE
August 17, 2021
The Grenada Learning and Leadership Academy (GLLA) has launched its 2021
Scholarship Program.
Seven (7) Grenadian students were selected and awarded tuition scholarships to pursue
their program of studies at the T.A Marryshow Community College (TAMCC) and the
New Life Organization (NEWLO). The scholarships will begin in the 2021/2022 academic
year.
This Scholarship is a tuition only scholarship, at the selected institution, for a period of two
years. By accepting the scholarship, the scholars agree to meet and maintain satisfactory
academic standards of their institution. Other requirements agreed to by the students: they
will practice good citizenship with active involvement in community services; maintenance
of good conduct within the school community; provide the term reports to the Scholarship
Committee no more than one week after the report has been received; and at the end of the
school year, the Recipients will meet with the Scholarship Committee during the vacation
period.
The GLLA Scholarship Committee will engage the recipients in a mentorship compact.
Any misconduct by the recipient, which continues after three warnings by the Scholarship
Committee, may result in the scholarship being discontinued.
Beginning with the second half of the first year, if the Recipient receives two consecutive
unsatisfactory reports, after being warned by the Scholarship Committee, and the holder
shows no improvement in performance, the scholarship may be discontinued.
The Recipient is expected to participate in activities with other Alumni of the scholarship
program sponsored by GLLA. Matters relevant to the scholarship or to the Recipient,
relating to the scholarship; will be addressed by Scholarship Committee.
The Scholarship Committee comprised of:
Amb. Denis G. Antoine
Founder / Director

Akarda Ventour
Resident Director

Nichole D. Duncan
Director

They may be contacted at the GLLA at gllagrenada@gmail.com.
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